Newton and Hill for '05 showed a thorough knowledge of the game, and Hill's goal from the field and his punt after a bad pass were especially thrilling.

THE GAME IN DETAIL.

FIRST HALF: The Sophomores kicked off to the Freshmen, and Boggs downed the runner in his tracks. Then followed a series of brilliant rushes by Newton, Fuller, Tuck and others, which carried the ball to the Sophomores' 40-yard line; here the Freshmen were held and Hill kicked. The Sophomores tried ineffectually to gain, and Lang punted. Again the Freshmen began an offensive, which gained many yards around the end; on nearing the '04 goal they were held for a moment, but to no purpose; Newton scored and kicked the goal. After the kick-off the Freshmen repeated their tactics, but gained ground more slowly. When '05 reached the 5-yard line they could advance no further on account of the stubborn defense. The Sophomores kicked the ball out of danger, after which it oscillated in the middle of the field until time was called, since the Freshmen backs were too tired by their offensive play to make any steady gains.

SECOND HALF: At the opening of the second half it seemed as if '04 might do some ground gaining, but they were soon held and tried a quarter back kick, which was unsuccessful. '05 again played their tackle-back formation, but on the ends it did not work so well, Barry and Roberts for the Sophomores being effectual in stopping it; but on the other side of the line, Tuck and others of the Freshmen pushed through with tremendous impetus. Finally Newton got away with a clear field and scored; it was excellent individual work. No goal was kicked.

The next kick-off, '04 got the ball on a fumble, and then played '05 for a few minutes to a standstill. Here Lang made many yards around the ends, and White followed his interference well for a good gain. After advancing the ball 45 yards the Freshmen were finally held, and with Curtis back, a drop-kick was tried, which only narrowly missed the goal posts. Time was soon called, and '04 was clearly outplayed.

Summary:

1905. 1904.
Strickland, r. e. l. e., Smith
Pease, r. t. l. t., Tompkins, Cockrell
Tuck, r. g. l. g., Andrews, Tompkins
Kenway (Capt.) c. c., Raymond
Grady, l. g. r. g., Hunter
Lindsay, Gunlock, l. t. r. t., Robert
Boggs, l. e. r. e., Barry
Hill, q. b. q. b., Card
Fuller, Goldthwaite, Mackie, r. h. b. l. h. b., Lang
Taylor, l. h. b. r. h. b., White (Capt.)
Newton, Deane, f. b. f. b., Metcalfe
Score — 1905, 16; 1904, 0. Touchdowns —

RELAY RACE.

The Relay Race was run off between the halves of the Football game, and proved to be one of the most exciting events of the day. Twelve men ran on each side, each man running half a lap. The track was slippery and made the footing bad, but did not seem to seriously interfere with the running. The Sophomores took the lead at first, and held it for three laps. The sixth man, Jewett, on the Freshman side, quickly passed his man, and soon gained a big lead. The next Freshman upheld most of the lead gained by Jewett. The last man faltered badly at the finish, and came across the line but a few yards ahead of his competitor. '05 thus gained